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Abstract The importance of providing integration architectures in ev-
ery field of application is beyond controversy these days. Unfortunately,
existing solutions are focusing mainly on functionality. But for the suc-
cess of Systems Integration in the long run, the quality of developed ar-
chitectures is of substantial interest. Therefore, a framework for quality-
driven creation of architectures is proposed in [1]. The idea fundamentally
bases on functional and non-functional runtime adaptations.

1 Introduction

Due to manifold advantages of high-flexible infrastructures compared to mono-
lithic products a lot of initiatives propose approaches for the integration of single
components (e.g. services, content). Semantic metadata provides the basis for the
automation of this process. But those approaches lack from a throughout consid-
eration of empirical data. Either only functional requirements or single quality
attributes are taken into consideration.

The presented general QuaD2-Framework (Quality Driven Design) is inten-
tionally described in an abstract way to enable an applicability to different fields,
e.g. e-learning content provision, service oriented architectures and enterprise ap-
plication integration. For this reason a general terminology is used and special
domain-specific instantiations are described elsewhere (e.g. in [2] or [3]).

In contrast to existing approaches the QuaD2-Framework reveals a holistic
orientation on quality aspects. It combines semantic web technologies for the
fast and correct assembly of elements and quality attribute evaluations for the
best possible assembly decisions.

Several points of runtime adaptations reveal the advantages of the frame-
work in order to enable an up-to-date entity assembly and presentation. In fact
that targets the quality-driven selection of appropriate entities as well as the
experience-based selection of process and quality models.

2 QuaD2-Framework

The major goal of the described core process is the assembly of an infrastructure
consisting of single entities. Such an entity is metadata-annotated functionality
and may be depicted by e.g. services, agents or content fragments in concrete
applications.
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Figure 1. QuaD2-Framework [1].

The QuaD2-Framework is shown in Figure 1.
In general the subprocesses of this empirical-based assembly process are the

initialization, the feasibility check (checking the functional coverage), the selec-



tion process based on empiricism as well as the operation of the established
application. The basis of the approach is a collection of semantically-annotated
sources: the process model repository, the entity repository, a quality model
repository and furthermore an experience factory.

The process model repository is the source for process models that serve as
descriptions for the functionality of the aspired distributed system. Example for
such processes can be e.g. didactical approaches descriptions [4].

An important source for empirical quality evaluations are quality models
being provided by a quality model repository. The specification of a certain
quality model is realized by selecting and weighting appropriate attributes.

The entity repository contains entities, their semantic description and their
evaluation data regarding all defined quality attributes.

The selection and adoption of process models and quality models are difficult
tasks which constitutes the need for guidance and support. Based on the work
of Basili and Rombach the usage of an Experience Factory is proposed, that
contains among others an Experience Base and Lessons Learned [5].

3 Runtime Adaptation

Runtime adaptation is performed at several points within the framework. In fact,
that targets the experience-supported selection of an adequate process model,
the experience-supported selection of an appropriate quality model as well as
the functional entity selection.

3.1 Process Model Selection

The selection of an appropriate process model that defines the functional re-
quirements for the parts of the later distributed system is the first step. Due
to the fact, that such a choice can be a manual process, it should be supported
by an experience factory providing knowledge and experiences - lesson learned
- for the decision for or against a specific process model for the current need.
The process model essentially base on semantic metadata to allow the later
automatic mapping of semantically described entity functionalities to the func-
tional requirements specified by the process model. According to [6] only formal
descriptions of those models are applicable.

With the chosen process model a set of concrete distributed systems within
the specified functional range is possible.

3.2 Quality Model Selection

The second step of the presented approach is a selection of a quality model from
a quality model repository. This is intended to be done automatically. For certain
domains manual adaptations can be more efficient. A manual individualization of
this predefined set of quality attributes as well as of their importance weighting
is also possible. For these purposes an experience factory can be helpful again.
As a result of this step a process model and importance-ranked quality attributes
are defined. Thereby the quality-related aspects of the framework are adapted
to the specific needs of the particular user.



3.3 Quality-Driven Entity Selection

With these process model and quality model information, process step three
is able to determine whether enough available entities exist to provide an ac-
ceptable amount of functionality demanded by the process model. If there is no
acceptable coverage after the negotiation subprocesses, then an abort probabil-
ity based on already collected data can be computed. The user needs to decide
whether he accepts the probability or not. If not the distributed system provision
process will be aborted.

In the case of an acceptable coverage the runtime subprocesses can start.
The first determines the next process step to be executed following the process
model. Therefore information about the last process steps can be taken into
consideration to optimize the next process step execution. Now, up-to-date entity
information, their evaluation values as well as the data of the quality model are
available to identify the best entity possible.

Following the defined necessities and given data the entity selection is for-
mally described below. For the following formulas let PM be the chosen process
model. Function ffunct(PM) specified in Formula 1 is used to determine the set
of entities E from the entity repository. Each of them can deliver the function-
alities specified within the chosen process model (cp. Formula 2).

ffunct : Process model 7→ {Entity, . . . }. (1)

E = ffunct(PM). (2)

Using the classic normalization approach presented in Formula 3 (normalizing
to the interval from 0 to 1), the evaluation values vi,j of quality requirements j
defined in the quality model must be normalised for each entity i. These vi,j are
the measurement/simulation values to anticipate the optimal decision for the
next process step.

vnorm
i,j =

vi,j −min(v)
max(v)−min(v)

. (3)

With the help of the weighted requirements matrix from the (maybe ad-
justed) quality model the last step - the identification of the optimal entity
according to the empirical data and the quality model QM - can be performed
(see Formulas 4 to 8). Formula 4 adjusts the normalized evaluation values to
ensure proper calculation. If v = 1 describes the best quality level then no ad-
justments are necessary, otherwise a minimum extremum is desired and 1 − v
must be calculated.

fmm(v) =

{
v if a maximal v is the best,
1− v if a minimal v is the best.

(4)

feval(ei) = {
n−1∑
j=0

fmm(vi,j
norm)|ei ∈ E ∧ n = |QM |}. (5)

V = {feval(ei)|∀ei ∈ E}. (6)



eworst = eindex, index = min({x|vx = min(V )})
∧ eindex ∈ E.

(7)

E′ = E/eworst. (8)

To determine the best evaluated entity, Formulas 5 to 8 are repeated until
E′ contains only 1 element. It provides the needed functionality and is the most
appropriate one according to the specified quality model.

4 Conclusion and Further Work

The QuaD2-Framework can be implemented using various technologies as e.g.
ontologies, web services and agents. The presented quality-driven approach uses
semantic descriptions for processes automation and supports different quality
models and quality attribute evaluations.

Automatic quality measurement, evaluation and quality-driven entity selec-
tion within the general QuaD2-Process are major building blocks for an high
quality automatic runtime adaptation.

An implementation of this approach for specific systems is currently being
performed. For the areas of e-Learning systems [2] and software measurement
infrastructures [3] first components are realized.
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